Let h; P-> Q be a homeomorphism between two compact subsets of the topological spaces X and Y respectively.
Let h:P->Q be a homeomorphism between two compact subsets Pel, QcΓ of the topological spaces X and Y. The problem of finding conditions under which there exists a homeomorphism H: X~* Y which is an extension of h has been considered by a number of authors (see [7] , [9] ). It was shown ( [7] ) that one can extend homeomorphisms given between two compact subsets of the Cantor set to a self homeomorphisms of the Cantor set under certain conditions. There are other examples where one can extend homeomorphisms in totally disconnected spaces.
In this paper theorems on extensions of homeomorphisms between subsets of two topological spaces to a homeomorphism of the whole spaces are proved. Some results concerning the degree of homogenity of spaces are obtained. The theorems obtained here apply mostly to totally disconnected spaces.
In § 1 a generalizations of a theorem of B. Knaster and M. Reichbach (see [7] ) from metric separable spaces to regular spaces is given. It is applied to extend homeomorphisms in a non separable lacunar subset of some Banach space.
In § 2 a theorem an extension of homeomorphisms in metric spaces is proved. It is applied to the subspace R ω of the Hubert space l 2 consisting of all points x = {x n }T such that x n is rational for each n. As was shown by P. Erdos (see [4] or [5] p. 13) R ω has dimension 1. We show that every homeomorphism between two compact subsets of the space R ω can be extended to a self homeomorphism of R ω . Thus an example of a finite dimensional, but not zero dimensional space having a very high degree of homogenity is obtained. This result is 1» In this section two theorems on extensions of homeomorphisms to homeomorphisms are proved. The first theorem generalizes Theorem 1 of [7] from separable metric spaces to regular spaces. The second theorem follows from the first one and is applied to extend homeomorphisms in lacunar 1 subspace of some Banach space. DEFINITION Then there exists a bisection k: A -• B such that k is also cofinality preserving and for every aeA either k(a) -f(a) or k(a) = g~ι{a).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of the Cantor Bernstein theorem. The following lemma is trivial. 1 A lacunar space is a space in which every compact set is nowhere dense. (See [10] ). 2 A directed set A is a partially ordered set such that for every a',a"eA there exists a'"eA with a"' > a' Λ a'" > a" ([6] A decomposition {X a \ae A} of X\P is called regular if the following conditions hold: (1) for every peP and every nbd. U p of p there exists an a 0 and a nbd. U of p, U c U p , such that for a > α 0 X a n U Φ 0 => X a c U p .
(2) for every peP, every nbd. U p of p and every a Q the set We say (similarly to [7] ) that {X a } and {F^} approach P and Q according to h if the following properties hold: ( 4 ) There exists a cofinality preserving map /: A -• 5 such that X α is homeomorphic with Y/ (α) (4a) There exists a cofinality preserving map #:B-+A such that Y β is homeomorphic with X g{β) . ( 5 ) for every pair of points (p, q) with pe P, q = Λ(p) G Q and for every nbd. F of g there exists a nbd. U of p and α 0 such that for « > α 0 i β ntί^0=> γ f[a) n F ^ 0 (5a) for every pair of points (q, p) with q e Q, p -h~ι{q) e P and for every nbd. U of p there exists a nbd. V of g and β Q such that for THEOREM 1.1. Let X and Y be regular spaces and let h:P-+Q be a homeomorphism between compact subsets PcX, Qc Y. Let {X a I a e A} and {Y β \βe B} be regular decompositions of X\P and Y\Q respectively and let {X a } and {Y β } approach P and Q according to h. Then there exists an extension of h to a homeomorphism H: X -> Y.
Proof. Let θ a : X a -> Y f{a) φ β : Y β -> X g(β) be the homeomorphisms given by (4) and (4a). Let k be the cofinality preserving map of A onto B given by Lemma 1. Denote:
Clearly H is a one-to-one mapping of X onto Y. By the symmetry of our assumptions it suffices to prove that H is continuous. Continuity of H is obvious at every point x e X\P. We shall show that for every point q e Q and an arbitrary nbd. F of q there exists a nbd. U of p = /^(g) such that jff(Z7) c F.
Denote by Jϊ the map H restricted to X\P. It suffices to show that there exists a nbd. U of p such that ίί(U) c F.
Let (la) (2a) and (3a) denote properties obtained from (1), (2) and (3) by replacing X, p, P, U, a, C by Y, q, Q, F, β, D respectively. Let Fc F be the nbd. of q given by (la). By (5) there exists a nbd. U i of p contained in U such that
By (2) there exists a nbd. U ι of p such that (7)
x a n ^ ^ 0 =-« If there are no sets X a contained in U ι for which H is defined by ψa l then obviously H is continuous at p. Thus it remains to consider the case that there exist sets X a satisfying: (8) XaCZU, ( 9 ) for X a , H is defined by f~ι
We denote these sets by X a and the set of their indices by A' -A'iUΊ). We prove first the following proposition (*). (*) The nbd. U 1 can be chosen so that A'{U^ is not cofinal.
Indeed, suppose that for some U u A! is cofinal. By definition of V there exists for this U ι a cofinal subset of indices a* such that (11) X tt , c U, and ^>(X a ) Π V -0 hence there exists a cofinal subset A" = A"{U^ of indices α" and a point q 1 such that (3a) is satisfied. Clearly q x £ V. By (3) there exists a cofinal subset A"' = A'"{Uύ of indices α'"(A'"cA") and a point p, such that every nbd. U of p ι intersects all sets X a >>> with a!" > αj" (a' o " depends on U). By regularity of X and by X a . c C7Ί.
(12) p x e £?! (the closure of U,) .
By (5) and (5a) we have hip,) = g L . Indeed assume hr ι (q^) -p 2 Φ p^ Let L^ and £7 2 be disjoint nbd's of p γ and p 2 and let t/Ί c J7Ί, U 2 c ί7 2 be the nbd's of pj. and p 2 given by (1) . There exists an index a'" such that for a!" > a!" we have According to (5a) there exists for U 2 a nbd. V of q γ and a β Q such that for β > β 0 :
Suppose now to the contrary that (*) does not hold. Then for every U ι there exists a point p Wl and a point g %1 such that 
(16) for every a, β there exists a homeomorphism
(17) for every pe P and ε > 0 £/^re #mίs an % such that card [a\ a e A io A X a Π S(P, ε) ^ 0} = M (17a) /or every qeQ and ε > 0 £/^re e*τΐs£s α i 0 such that
Proof. It suffices to show that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Clearly {X a | a e A} and {Y β \ β e E] are regular decompositions of X\P and Y\Q. To show that {X a } and {Y β } approach P and Q according to h it suffices to construct (by the symmetry of our assumptions) a monotone semi-cofinality preserving map f: A->B such that (4) and (5) Let j: AT-• N satisfy:
or every X a (where a e A t ) there exists a point p a eP such that /θ(JΓ β , p β ) = p(X a , P). Take the point q a = A(p β ) e Q. By (17a) and (20) there exists an injection f: Ai~+ B j{i) such that,
Y fw n
The union / = \JT=ifi is a semi cofinality preserving monotone map /: A -> B satisfying:
Thus (4) holds. By (18), (19), (21) also (5) holds.
Let ^/S Σ denote the Banach space of all bounded functions from an infinite set Σ to the reals, with the norm ||/|| = sup σe j \f(σ)\ Let W denote the subset of ^f/ Σ consisting of rational valued functions. Clearly W is a lacunar space. In the following theorem an application of Theorem 2 to extension of homeomorphisms in the space W is given THEOREM 1.3. Each homeomorphism h:P~*Q between compact subsets of W has an extension to a self homeomorphism of W.
Proof. We shall write W\P(W\Q) as union
where X a (Y β ) are "cubes" such that all assumptions of Theorem 2 will be satisfied.
For every function aeZ Σ from Σ to the set of integers Z denote by Xa the cube: Since P is bounded (as a compact set) we have also: AΊ. = 2\ For every function a e Z Σ denote by X'l the cube: Obviously (26) (27) (28) imply (13) (14) (15). Taking % = i + 1 for ε > 1/6*" 1 (i = 1, 2, •) one obtains that (17) Similarly TF\Q can be decomposed into sets Y β , β e B = \JT=i B<. Finally assumption (16) of Theorem 2 is satisfied since all the cubes X a and Y β are homeomorphic.
2 In this section a theorem on extension of homeomorphisms to homeomorphisms in metric spaces is proved. It is applied to extend homeomorphisms in the one-dimensional space R ω of all points with rational coordinates in the Hubert space l 2 . We show that each homeomorphism between two compact subsets of R ω can be extended to a self homeomorphism of R ω . Thus an example of a finite dimensional but not zero dimensional space having a very high degree of homogenity is obtained. DEFINITION 2.1. Let {X a \aeA} be a decomposition of X\P. For every aeA let p a eP be any point such that ρ(X a , P) = p(X a ,p a ). The sets X a will be called thin with respect to P if the following conditions hold: P) <Ί λ τ for aeA< (for ; = 2,3--.) (29) ±<p{X a ,P) for «eA (30) for every p e P and ε > 0 there exists an % = i o (p, ε) and δ = δ(p, ε) > 0 such that
If moreover (31) for every i = 1, 2, A 4 = M where M is an infinite cardinal and for every pe P and every d > 1/2* there exist M indices a! satisfying a' e A i9 ρ{p a ,, p) < 1/4* and ρ(X aΊ P) < Kd where K > 1 is a fixed number then the sets X a will be called M dense with respect to P. [p(fα(x), q) < p(f α (x), h(p α ) + p(h(p α ), q) < Kp(x, p α ) + -|-< ε] . Denote for every i and every ae Ai by x a e X a a point satisfying p(x a , P) -p(X a , P) < 1/4*.
Similarly denote for every i and every β e B { by y β e Y β a point satisfying ^, Q) -^(3^, Q) < 1/4*.
The following conditions are sufficient for the existence of a homeomorphism H: X-> Y which is an extension of h. (36) X a are thin and fc$ 0 dense with respect to P. (36a) Y β are thin and y$ 0 dense with respect to Q. Proof. It suffices to define mappings φ: A->B and ψ:B->A and homeomorphisms f a : X a -> Y φ{a) and g β : y β -^Xψ {β) so that all assumptions of Lemma 2.1 will be satisfied. We note first that by (36) and (36a) assumptions (32) and (32a) hold. Now denote for a fixed ί by {a n }~= ί the sequence of elements of A { and define φ:
Suppose that φ has already been defined for a x a n . Define φ(a n+1 ) as follows: By (31) there exists a set Y β satisfying: here α = a n Yφω as the homeomorphism given by (37). Thus φ\ A { -> B { is defined for every i and so φ: A-+B is defined.
Similarly we define f: B-+ A and g β : Y β -*Xφ {β) (again using (31) and (37a)).
Obviously (33) Thus also property (34) of Lemma 2.1 holds with K replaced by K + 6.
REMARK. One could define the notion of "thin and M dense" using sequences of numbers {t k }, {r k } satisfying t k -»0, r k / tk ->0 instead of the sequences {2"*}, {4"*} used.
Extension of homeomorphisms in R ω . We shall show now that in R ω every homeomorphism between two compact subsets can be extended to a self homeomorphism of R ω . Before proving this we introduce some definitions and notations.
The ^-dimensional cube C = {(x 1 x n ) \ a { ^ Xi ^ α* + I, i ~ 1, n) will be denoted by [a t a 2 a n ; I]. Every cube [a λ a n ; I] can be divided into 2 n cubes C ivh ... in of the form:
x n ) I a s + i~ g xj ^ a s + -j(i s + 1)
for every j = 1 n\ where i 5 equals 0 or 1. Let C u C 2 C 2ny be the sequence of these cubes ordered lexicographically. By induction we define (as above) cubes C i3 which divide the cube C; into 2 n cubes and more generally For a given cube C, let Q(C) denote the set of cubes:
Let (Cy = <(α! * α Λ , i)> denote the cylinder (in l 2 ) over the cube C i.e.
<Cy={{Xi}?^\{Xi}el Λ
and V^n (α 4 ^ ^ ^ α* + i)} .
We call the w-dimensional cube C = [a x α w , ί] the base of the cylinder <C>, and define Q<(C> as the set of y$ 0 cylinders in l 2 whose base is one of the cubes in the set Q(C). π n denotes the projection of l 2 on the subspace of all points of the form (x ι x n 0 0 •)• Finally for a compact subset Pal 2 and for a set X a disjoint with P we denote by p a any point of P for which p(X a , P) -p(X a , p a ) and by x a any point of X a satisfying p(x a , P) -ρ{X a , P) < ε a where ε a is given. The following two lemmas are trivial: LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a compact subset of R ω and let ε > 0. There exists n Q such that for every point s e S and every n> n Q p(s, π n (s)) < ε.
Proof. Indeed it suffices to take any finite ε/3 net {s^ s k } in S and choose n 0 such that p(s i9 π nQ (Si)) < ε/3 for every i = 1, 2, k. LEMMA where k x & Wl are integers. ^ is a set of mutually disjoint cylinders. Choose from F ι the set of all cylinders <C)> satisfying ρ((Cy, P) > J and denote it by G lβ Take the (countable) set of cylinders and denote it by {X a \ae AJ where A x is countable. (By Theorem 2.1 one has to decompose R ω \P into sets X a where a e (JΓ-i At and the sets Ai have to be disjoint sets of indices. Therefore we do not assume that A x is the set of integers).
Let ε 2 satisfy 0 < e 2 < e 1 and let n 2 be any natural number such that Lemma 2.2 holds with S = P n Q = n 2 and ε = ε 2 .
Decompose the set R ω \{J {<C>|<C>G GJ into cylinders of the form:
A-+ τ/2", A + y% ...^1 + τ/T -A 4*i2 4 2 4^2 4 2 where fci K 2 are integers, and denote the obtained set of cylinders by F 2 . F 2 is a set of mutually disjoint cylinders. Let G 2 = {<c>ι<c>eF 2 A P «cy, P) > 1}.
Take the (countable) set of cylinders U<c>eG 2 Q<C'> and denote it by {X a \aeA 2 } where A 2 is countable. By induction one can define for a given sequence ε k -> 0 (0 < e k < ε fc _ 1 ) and a sequence of natural numbers n k (n k > %_i) countable sets of cylinders {X a \ a e A k } for every k= 1,2 ....
Clearly R ω \P = \j{X a \aeA) where A = UΓ=i A<. Similarly R ω \Q = u {Y β \βeB} where 5 = U~=i B im Also we can choose the same sequences {ε k } and {n k } for both decompositions. It is easy to show that for sufficiently fast decreasing sequence of numbers e k (for example ε k < l/8 fc the sets X a (Y β ) are thin and ^0 dense with respect to P(Q)).
Obviously every cylinder X a , a e A k is homeomorphic to every cylinder Y β ,βeB k .
Also for every pair of points x a e X a (ae A k )y β e Y β (βe B k ) there exists a homeomorphism f aβ : X a -+ Y β so thsX f aβ {x a ) = y β and such that (37) is satisfied. Finally (38), (38a) follow from simple geometric properties of the Hubert space ϊ 2 . Theorem 2.2 is proved.
We conclude with two problems. Let X denote the biconnected set defined by Knaster and Kuratowski ([8] or [5] p. 22) and let peX be the point such that X\{p} is totally disconnected. PROBLEM 1. Can each homeomorphism between two compact subsets of X\{p} be extended to a self homeomorphism of XI In connection with the result obtained in Theorem 2.2 one can ask: PROBLEM 2. Does there exist for n = 2, 3 ^-dimensional space X where every homeomorphism between two compact subsets can be extended to a self homeomorphism of XI
